Abstract. The mapping strategy for the bovine genome described
Introduction
Loci anchoring the physical and genetic maps of a species are a very important resource in the development of genome mapping strategies, both in building comprehensive maps and for the eventual use of those maps. The benefits that are derived from integrated physical and linkage maps are numerous, as exemplified by the work on humans. Several aspects of the latest human map (Hudson et al. 1995) should be considered in establishing maps in other species. For example, it was developed with Sequence Tagged Sites (STSs; Olson et al. 1989 ) and incorporates most of the STSs and Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) previously placed on human linkage maps, the latter being crucial for the postitional cloning of disease genes. The amalgamation of physical and genetic maps allows a direct estimation of the distance between the ordered STSs, thereby providing the best coverage of the human genome so far.
Genome maps have been developed over the last few years for
Correspondence to: L. Ferretti at Pavia several domesticated animal species (Bumstead and Palyga 1992; Fries et al. 1993; Barendse et al. 1994; Bishop et al. 1994; Levin et al. 1994; Archibald et al. 1995; Crawford et al. 1995) , the bovine genome map being the most extensive, ranking fourth after the maps available for human, mouse, and rat. An 0pdated bovine linkage map currently comprises almost 800 markers, including 150 type I markers or genes (O'Brien et al. 1993) , and is predominantly made up of type IISTS markers (W. Barendse, personal communication) . The development of a physical map of the bovine genome has lagged behind mainly because of the difficulty in identifying individual bovine chromosomes. Initially, physical mapping data were based on conserved type I markers mapped to syntenic groups with somatic hybrid cell panels (Womack and Moll 1986; Fries et al. 1993) . However, direct physical mapping approaches, like fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), have recently become available, so that now all the synteny groups have been assigned to chromosomes (Mezzelani et al. 1994; Masabanda et al. 1996) . This has been achieved in most cases by combining the localization of large-insert clones to chromosomes by FISH, with the PCR amplification of microsatellites derived from the clones on hybrid cell lines. Obtaining highly polymorphic markers from cosmid and phage clones is a very efficient way of placing markers on both the genetic and physical maps (Solinas Toldo et al. 1993; Ellegren et al. 1994a; Eggen and Fries 1995; Mezzelani et al. 1995; Thieven et al. 1996) . This approach was adopted by the BovMap group as the tool of choice to provide physical anchorage to the developing bovine linkage map, and the results are presented in this paper. To achieve the mapping goals, it was crucial importance to use a common set of animals on which to type the markers, and the work was carried out using the International Bovine Reference Family Panel (IBRP; Barendse et al. 1996) .
We report here on the physical mapping of 83 cosmid and phage-derived bovine microsatellite marker loci that were simultaneously placed on the bovine linkage map. Thus, the correspondence between linkage groups, synteny groups, and chromosomes is directly confirmed. In addition, some linkage groups have been oriented compared with previously published maps (Barendse et al. 1994; Bishop et al. 1994) , so that now all the linkage groups are oriented with respect to the cytogenetic map.
Finally, the set of markers employed allows the estimation of the correspondence between the physical map and the genetic map; this helps to validate the estimates of genome size inferred from chiasmata counts. Estimating genome size has gained a special importance after the finding that the mouse and the porcine genomes are about 2000 centiMorgans (cM) long, which is significantly shorter than that of human despite having the same physical size (Davisson and Roderick 1989; Ellegren et al. 1994b) . Our data suggest the converse may be true in cattle, where the length of the genome may be close to that of human, and possibly larger.
Materials and methods
Isolation and physical mapping of cosmids and phages. Cosmids and phage-containing microsatellites were identified with poly d(AC) probes. For the majority of clones (that is, IDVGA and ETH clones), QFQ-banded chromosome preparations were subjected to competitive in sitn suppression hybridization (Lichter et al. 1990 ) and then hybridzed with biotinylated probes. FITC signal detection was performed with a computercontrolled CCD camera device (Photometrics, Tucson, Ariz.), as described by Solinas Toldo et al. (1993) and Mezzelani et al. (1995) . Chromosomal band assignments were obtained by determining the fractional length (FLcen) with respect to the proximal border of the chromosome and superimposing the value to the idiogram of the standard chromosomes (Popescu et al. 1996) . Details of the physical localization for the other clones can be found in the references in Table 1 . Sequencing and development of the microsatellite markers was performed at a later stage, when the chromosomal location of clones was known. From nearly 200 large insert clones that were physically mapped, 83 were eventually selected and the embedded microsatellite regions sequenced either by subcloning or directly from the cosmid or phage templates (Thieven et al. 1995) , for use as genetic markers.
Markers andpolymorphisms. For all but five loci, polymorphism in the length of the dinucleotide microsatellite repeat was used for genetic mapping by analysis of the PCR products generated with the primers described in Table 1 on denaturing acrylamide gel electrophoresis. For five loci that showed low heterozygosity, mapping was by single strand conformational polymorphisms (SSCP) described by Williams and associates (1996b) . Table 1 summarizes the details of all the markers that are part of the BovMap database maintained at INRA, which is accessible on the Internet at the address: http://locus.jouy.inra.fr/cgi-bin/bovmap/. A database of D numbers, identifying the anonymous DNA loci, is maintained by R. Fries. Typing and linkage analysis. A common set of 15 full sib families (330 animals), which are part of the International Bovine Reference Family Panel (IBRP; Barendse et al. 1996) , was used for the genetic mapping of the markers. The data are collated in the Cattle Genotypic Database (CGD), managed by W. Barendse. Intervals between markers were estimated by two-point linkage analysis with the CRI-MAP program (Green et al. 1990 ). The lod scores and recombination fraction data can be obtained from barendse@magic.tap.csiro.au.
Results
Isolation and mapping of microsatellites. The goal of the project was to map large insert clones harboring microsatellite sequences by FISH and to use the microsateUite regions to locate the clones on the genetic linkage map. In the course of the project, 185 cosmid and 10 lambda phage clones were placed on chromosomes by FISH, and microsatellite markers were developed for a subset of 83 of these clones that were suitable distributed across the bovine karyotype. These markers are shown in Fig. 1 and Table  1 . Fifteen chromosomes have at least three markers, six chromosomes have two markers, and nine have a single marker. Of the chromosomes with only one marker, only Chr 22 had additional FISH-mapped clones at positions distinct from the one that was genetically mapped, but for which it was not possible to develop a polymorphic marker. On the remaining chromosomes, the additional clones available mapped to the same chromosomal region as the previously genetically mapped marker.
The distribution of the clones described in Fig. 1 is not biased towards the telomeric regions of the chromosomes. However, the overall distribution of the complete set of FISH-mapped clones, that is, the 185 cosmids and 10 lambda phages, suggests a tendency for microsatellite sequences to be more frequent towards the telomeres (54 clones mapped to telomeric or subtelomeric bands out of 195); in addition, more microsatellite-containing clones were obtained from Chrs 15, 16, and 19 than expected compared with other chromosomes (data not shown).
Linkage. The STS markers developed from the large insert clones (Table 1) were placed on the linkage map by typing the animals of the IBRP panel. The results are shown in Fig. 1 (N. B., some markers for Chr 15 are not shown, for clarity). Physical and linkage mapping of the clones has been essential to define the orientation of various linkage groups in relation to chromosomes in the continuous process of updating the bovine genetic map. Thus, the linkage groups for the following chromosomes were anchored and in some cases oriented by use of the cosmids and the embedded microsatellite markers described in this paper: confirmed the recent identification of the last unassigned linkage group (Masabanda et al. 1996) . Additionally, cosmid MAP1B, 20q14-q15, confirmed the orientation of the linkage group for Chr 20.
Finally, the following markers provided the first physical assignments that anchored the linkage groups corresponding to Chr 9, D9S14; Chr 12, D12S17; Chr 16, D16S5; Chr 29, D29S2, formerly Chr 25, and D25S2 (ISCNDA 1989 (ISCNDA , 1990 Popescu et al. 1996) .
Comparison of the physical and genetic maps. The markers defined intervals on 20 chromosomes as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each chromosome is represented with the idiogram of the corresponding G-banding pattern, in accordance to a recently agreed update of the ISCNDA standard (Popescu et al. 1996) . All the idiograms are drawn to scale. The markers described in this study are indicated by the D-numbers flanking the idiograms, with the corresponding chromosomal assignments. The location of the markers on the genetic map is shown at the right of the idiograms, with the linkage group that defines each chromosome. Distances are in cM from the physically anchored microsatellite markers to the closest genes to bridge the gaps between the markers on the genetic map. Additional markers defining the ends of the linkage groups are included, where necessary. Thus, the genetic distances between the markers are obtained by adding the distances that separate all the markers for each chromsome. The complete linkage map will be published elsewhere .
The intervals defined by the FISH-mapped anchored loci were used to evaluate the alignment of the physical and the genetic map. With respect to physical mapping, the distances between markers were evaluated by measuring the length spanning hybridization peaks, defined by cytogenetic band assignments (Lichter et al. 1990 ). In the case of assignments to more than one band, the central position was taken. The length of the interval was estimated as a percentage of the total karyotype. Markers separated by less than 1% of the genome were not considered. No data are presented for Chrs 13 or X, which only have two markers mapped at adjoining positions. In total, intervals could be considered for 20 chro- X98441 / (Williams et al. 1996a) X93164/ (Williams et al. 1996b) X97565 / X85053 / Mezzelani et al. 1995) Z27071 / X85070 / X85052 / X89258 / X73947 / X85046 / X85068 / 7 Z73084 / X86815 / X86811 / X03162 / (Anastassiadis et al. 1996) Z27077 / X85069/ Mezzelani et al. 1995) X74174/ (Eggen et al. 1994) X98445 / (Williams et al. 1996a) X89255 / X74201 / Z27072 / X73945 / X98442 / (Williams et al. 1996a) X85072 / X81349 / (Thieven et al. 1995 X71495 / (Vaiman et al. 1993) Z27076 / X85051 / X89249 / X95067 / Z73082 / (Williams et al. 1996e) X85081 / Z22740 / (Solinas Toldo et al. 1993) X98444/ (Williams et al. 1996a) X85055/ U47616 / (Martin-Burriel et al. 1996a) X85050 / X81350 / (Thieven et al. 1995) X85071/ X85062 / U31002 / X85059 / Z22744 / (Solinas Toldo et al. 1993) (Eggen 1992) X85060 / X89253 / X85054 / X85049/ X73944 / X95068 / U59512 / (Olsaker et al. 1996c) X95069 / X85053 / X89260 / U51935 / X85074 / U59511 / U51932 / X85048 / X85058 / Z27074 / Z27073 / X98440 / (Williams et al. 1996a) U51933/ mosomes, covering 40.6% of the whole genome (Table 2) . In some cases, the size of the interval used was increased by including genes for which physical and linkage mapping data were available. Thus, on Chr 6 the interval was between D6S24 and CAS@ (GaP lagher et al. 1994) , on Chr 7 between D7S30 and RASA (Eggen et al. 1992) , on Chr 11 between DllS56 and LGB (Hayes and Petit 1993) , and on Chr 17 between D17S29 and FGG (Johnson et al. 1993 ). An interval could be defined on Chr 9 despite the presence of only one cosmid-derived, physically anchored locus: connexin 43 (GJA1) was used as a second marker, which was recently mapped by FISH to 9q15-q16 (Castiglioni et al. 1996) . The total genetic distance covered by the intervals between markers in 1666 cM, giving an estimate for the whole genome of 4176 cM, which is much larger than the size of 2800 cM predicated on the basis of chiasmata counts (Jagiello et al. 1974; Logue and Harvey 1978) and larger still than 3540 cM suggested in the current version of the CGD linkage map from the distribution of markers . Table 2 presents estimates of genome size obtained from the evaluation of individual intervals. There is great variation in the estimated values, which is reflected in a mean of 4176 cM with a standard error of 1360 cM. However, it is interesting to inspect the data for some of the intervals. D3S29 and D3S24 span 3.10% of the genome, or more significantly about 66% of Chr 3, which, when extrapolated, gives an estimate of 5063 cM for the total genome. From other chromosomes that are well covered by the anchored markers, generally high values are obtained for the inferred genome size: Chr 18 (61.5%) 6519 cM; Chr 28 and Chr 29 (both 70%), 5868 cM and 7132 cM respectively. On the other hand, the intervals for Chr 1 (68.5% coverage) and for Chr 25 (67.5%) suggest a size for the genome that is much below the average and close to the estimate based on chiasmata counts.
Discussion
In this study cosmid and phage clones have been used as a tool to add to the developing linkage map of the bovine genome by providing cytogenetically mapped anchored loci. Microsatellite markers were derived from 74 cosmid and 9 phage clones and have been placed on the genetic map, while the parent clones have been localized on the bovine chromosomes by FISH. All 30 bovine chromosomes have at least one microsatellite marker mapped by FISH.
The use of microsatellite markers derived from cosmid and phage clones as anchor loci for the genetic map has highlighted the usefulness of combining genetic and physical mapping. Compared with the first published linkage map (Barendse et al. 1994) , the set of markers described here allowed the anchoring and orientation of the linkage groups corresponding to Chrs 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19 , and Chr 28 and led to the identification of four unassigned linkage groups, corresponding to Chrs 9, 12, 16, and 29, formerly Chr 25 (ISCNDA 1989 (ISCNDA , 1990 Popescu et al. 1996) . The linkage group for Chr 27 with marker D27S14, 27q23, was assigned and orientated by a single appropriately placed marker, confirming the recent identification of the last unassigned linkage group (Masabanda et al., 1996) . Similarly, cosmid MAP1B, 20q14-q15, confirmed the orientation of the linkage group for Chr 20.
Another interesting feature of cytogenetically mapped loci, anchored to the linkage map by means of highly polymorphic STS markers, is that they allow an evaluation of the alignment between the physical map and genetic maps (Bray-Ward et al. 1996) . This, in turn, gives an estimate of the rate of genetic recombination and, ultimately, of genome size.
In this study, 83 markers defined intervals on 20 chromosomes, representing 40.6% of the total karyotype, and a genetic distance of 1666 cM. An estimate of 4176 cM was thus obtained for the whole genome, which is greatly in excess of the 2800 cM predicted by chiasmata counts (Jagiello et al. 1974; Logue and Harvey 1978) . Our data would also suggest a larger size than the 3540 cM proposed from data in the present bovine linkage map, based on the Cattle Genotype Database (CGD; Barendse et al. 1996) . However, care must be taken when considering these estimates as they have large errors associated with them and do overlap at the extremes of the range. Typing errors inflate the estimate of genetic length, particularly considering the relatively low number of markers presented in this study. Nevertheless, our finding is of special interest in light of the results published in a similar study on the porcine genome (Ellegren et al. 1994b ). Ellegren and colleagues estimated a genome size of about 2000 cM with a set of markers covering 37.5% of the pig karyotype, a figure much closer to mouse, 1600 cM, than to human, 3800--4000 cM, despite a very similar length of 2.8 billion base pairs (bp). Conversely, our estimate for the size of bovine genome of 4176 cM suggests it might be closer to human and possibly even larger.
The data cannot be taken as conclusive. In particular, it is known from extensive and careful studies in human (Bray-Ward et al. 1996) that the relationship between physical and genetic maps is not uniform along the length of a chromosome. Genetic recombination is generally suppressed in the centromere-proximal regions. Moreover, the striking reduction of genetic recombination in the human acrocentric chromosomes (Bray-Ward et al. 1996) has a special significance here, since all the chromosomes in the bovine karyotype are acrocentric. Conversely, the telomeric regions of several human chromosomes cover very long distances in recombination map units, cM, if compared with the short spacing of the physically mapped markers. Special care should also be taken in evaluating FISH data for telomeric markers, since it is often difficult to interpret the ends of chromosomes by fluorescence microscopy. However, imprecise FISH assignments of telomeric markers cannot alone explain the large estimated genome size presented in this paper. This could be the case for two of the Fig. 1 . Integration of the physical and genetic map of the bovine genome Idiograms of G-banded chromosomes (Popescu et al. 1996) are flanked by the corresponding linkage groups. Linkage data are based on the CGD (W. Barendse, CSIRO). Distances are in cM and the linkage groups are drawn to scale, with the total length given at the bottom. D numbers identify anonymous DNA loci. The physically mapped loci anchored on the genetic map are shown in between the idiograms and the linkage groups with the corresponding chromosomal band assignments. For Chr 15 the linkage group is drawn at a 200% scale and only some markers are shown (see Table 1 for a complete list). D numbers without a physical assignment are of markers that define the current ends of the linkage groups. For the following genes the physical mapping information was incorporated in the figure: CAS@ (Gallagher et al. 1994) , RASA , LGB (Hayes and Petit 1993) , FGG (Johnson et al. 1993) , GJA1 (Castiglioni et al. 1996) . small chromosomes, namely Chr 28 and Chr 29, and for Chr 5, which has several markers mapped to the telomere, but not for other chromosomes, such as Chrs 17, 18, 7, and 3. As an example, the interval spanning markers D7S30 and RASA on Chr 7 does not include the telomeric region, yet predicts a genome size above 4000 cM. On Chr 3, one could argue that the large estimate of 5063 cM is due to the inclusion of four telorneric markers in the interval; however, a large estimate is still obtained (4980 cM) when considering the interval between markers D3S29 and D3S25, which do not include the telomere region of the chromosome. A chromosome size-dependent control of recombination has been hypothesized in organisms as distant as yeast and human (Kaback 1996) . Thus, small human chromosomes recombine at 1.5-to 3-fold higher rates than large chromosomes. Curiously, there seems to be a better correlation between the genetic size of a genome and the number of chromosomes, rather than size in base pairs. At least, this is what emerges from the analysis of the few mammalian species where substantial linkage data are available: thus, for the mouse (19 autosomes, X and Y) and pig (18, X and Y) , the genome size is small (1600 and 2000 cM respectively), compared with human (23, X and Y) with 3800--4000 cM and now for the cattle genome (29, X and Y), which is apparently above 4100 cM (Davisson and Roderick 1989; Weissenbach et al. 1992; Dietrich et al. 1994; Archibald et al. 1995; Hudson et al. 1995) . It will be interesting to see the result for sheep, when the linkage map is more complete (Crawford et al. 1995) . In chicken the available maps are incomplete (Bumstead and Palyga 1992; Levin et al. 1994 ); however, the 33 known linkage groups in the chicken seem to cover as much as 3200 cM, and possibly more, despite the genome being 1 x 109 bp, about one-third the size of the mammalian species mentioned above. Indeed, there is evidence that the rate of genetic recombination might be three times higher in chicken than in human.
A better coverage of physically mapped markers is required to assess the alignment of the physical and genetic maps of cattle. However, based on a 40.6% physical coverage of the genome, the data presented in this paper suggest that the current linkage map of the bovine genome may cover less than the hypothesized 95% .
The availability of physical resources, such as YAC and BAC libraries (Cai et al. 1995) , as well as the development of tools like radiation hybrid somatic cell lines (Gyapay et al. 1996) , will be crucial to a better integration of the physical and genetic maps of cattle, and ultimately for the accurate localization of trait loci as a prelude to finding the genes themselves.
